Hospitalization risk in a type 2 diabetes cohort.
Using a health outcome research framework, the hospitalization risk for a type 2 diabetes (T2DM) cohort is evaluated. Diabetes is "ambulatory care sensitive"--a condition largely manageable with appropriate care in the community. Thus, hospitalization may represent a negative care outcome. Analyses were conducted by linking data from the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) cycle 1.1 to the Canadian Hospital Morbidity Database for respondents identified as having T2DM. Logistic regression was used to examine the association between the likelihood of all-cause hospitalization within two years of the survey date and patients' characteristics, care path, and health system characteristics. When the effects of demographic, socio-economic and health status characteristics were taken into account, physical inactivity and former or current smoking were significantly associated with an increased likelihood of hospitalization for those with type 2 diabetes. Specialist visits were positively related to hospitalization (OR = 1.4), whereas the relationship with general practitioner visits was negative (OR = 0.7). Regional hospital use patterns were significantly associated with hospitalization (OR = 2.6). Regional patterns of hospital use are important for hospitalization: T2DM residents of health regions with generally higher hospitalization rates were more likely to be hospitalized than were those living elsewhere. In terms of care path, GP consultations were associated with a lower risk of hospitalization. Specialist consultations, likely a marker of disease severity, had the reverse effect.